Autonomous Load Shutdown Mechanism as a Voltage Stabilization Method in Automotive Power Nets
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Abstract—The power demand in 14 V automotive power buses has steadily increased in recent years. Due to the high peak power of electrified chassis control systems, significant voltage drops can occur within the power net. These voltage drops can lead to malfunctions of ECUs (Electronic Control Units). This paper describes the influence of an autonomous load shutdown mechanism on voltage stability in automotive power buses. The mechanism is applied to heating systems, which feature a combined peak power demand of over 1 kW in modern luxury class vehicles. A temporary shutdown of these heating systems for a few seconds is unnoticeable for the customer due to large time constants of these systems. The influence of the mechanism on the voltage stability is investigated within a physical power net simulation. It is shown, that the mechanism allows the neglection of power-hungry heating systems in the design process of the power bus regarding peak power scenarios.

Index Terms—Vehicle power net, voltage stability, autonomous mechanism, cybernetic system

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the number of electrical systems in cars has steadily increased [1]. To reduce fuel consumption, lots of previously mechanically driven components are now electrically driven [2], [3]. Especially electrically driven chassis control systems require a high transient peak power. In electric vehicles (EVs), the use of electromechanical systems is essential in any case. The electric power steering (EPS), for example, demands up to 2 kW. In addition, today’s cars feature a high number of comfort functions. In a luxury class vehicle, the continuous power demand can be more than 600 W [4]. Regarding special use cases in wintertime, the combined power consumption of interior fan, seat heating systems, auxiliary heating systems and rear window heating can exceed 1 kW. If such a use case is superposed by the high peak power of chassis control systems, the power net voltage drops down to less than 10 V. Due to ohmic losses and parasitic inductances of the wiring harness, the occurring voltage drops vary significantly within the wiring harness [4]. These voltage drops can lead to malfunctions and undervoltage lockout resets of ECUs.

In the nineties, multivoltage topologies were discussed to counter these problems [5]. The advantage of a 42 V power net was shown in [6], but the automotive industry continued to use the established 14 V power net. To improve voltage stability in 14 V power nets, electronic double layer capacitors (EDLCs) were introduced as a transient energy buffer [1]. The use of EDLCs in the power net can also extend the battery’s lifetime or even lead to a reduction of the battery size, but causes additional costs, weight and installation space.

Since the 14 V power net is reaching its limits and the complexity of power nets will further increase, it becomes more and more complicated to supply all loads with sufficient power and to guarantee voltage stability. One method to improve voltage stability is to adapt the power net’s topology, using additional energy storages, for example [1]. Some papers propose new power management strategies and cybernetic methods in order to encounter this problem [7], [8].

II. OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH

Due to the rising number of electronic systems, especially the consideration of power-demanding use cases superposed by the high peak power of chassis control systems becomes more and more difficult. This paper describes a simple autonomous load shutdown mechanism for automotive loads. The shutdown mechanism reduces possible high load system states during peak power scenarios. Due to large time constants in heating systems, the shutdown mechanism is applicable to automotive heating systems, where a temporary shutdown of a few seconds can not be noticed by the passengers. The influence of the mechanism on voltage stability is analysed by simulation.

Firstly, the problem of voltage stability in vehicular power nets is explained in the next section. After this, an autonomous load shutdown mechanism and the eligible loads are presented.
Based on a physical power net simulation, the effect on voltage stability is investigated.

III. VOLTAGE STABILITY IN AUTOMOTIVE POWER NETS

The automotive power net provides electric power for all electrical systems in the vehicle. A schematic topology of a typical power net is shown in Fig. 1. Especially chassis control systems such as an electric power steering feature very dynamic load behavior with a peak power demand of up to 2 kW [4]. Due to its field-winding time constant of 100 ms and more, the Lundell alternator is not able to ramp up its output power during a very dynamic peak power scenario [9]. This leads to a decrease of the power net voltage down to the battery's terminal voltage. Due to ohmic losses within the wiring harness and the battery's internal resistance, the terminal voltages of some electric loads can drop down to 10 V and less [4]. Also, the terminal voltages of electric components can significantly vary within the power bus. Fig. 2 shows the terminal voltages of three exemplary loads during a peak power scenario. In EVs, the 14 V power net is supplied by a DC/DC converter. A typical design criterion of the rated power of these DC/DC converters is the maximum average power consumption of the power net. Although the dynamic behavior of DC/DC converters is much better than the dynamic behavior of the Lundell alternator, peak load scenarios can exceed the rated power of the converter and a system state occurs, which is similar to the case, where the alternator is not able to ramp up its power (see above).

IV. PHYSICAL POWER NET SIMULATION

To examine the terminal voltages of ECUs in the power net under extreme load conditions, a Dymola-based simulation tool is used [10]. The simulation tool contains the following models of power net components, which are presented or derived in the indicated references:

1) Chassis ground and wiring harness [11]
2) Battery [12], [13]
3) Alternator [14], [15]
4) Loads [16]

5) DC/DC converter [17]

The load scenario within this simulation is based on measurements from very dynamic driving maneuvers in a real car. In these driving maneuvers, chassis control systems as the electric power steering and the electronic stability program demand high peak power at the same time as described in the next section. The superposition of these peak loads and other electric loads can cause voltage drops down to less than 10 V in the power net [4].

V. AUTONOMOUS LOAD SHUTDOWN MECHANISM

Heating systems in today's luxury class vehicles feature peak power demands of more than 1 kW. Due to time constants of several seconds and more, a temporary shutdown of these systems during peak load scenarios is unnoticeable for the customer. Typically, today's heating systems are driven by a semiconductor power switch, which enables a fast on/off switching time. This circumstance offers the possibility of implementing an autonomous hysteresis-based shutdown mechanism, which immediately shuts down a heating element when the ECUs terminal voltage drops below a critical level. To avoid oscillation, the system remains off for a certain time period, before it is turned on again.

After the terminal voltage of an ECU falls below a configured threshold, the shutdown is delayed for a certain time period, depending on the actual hardware realization of the mechanism. While analog comparator based circuits can detect a shortfall below the threshold and proceed a shutdown within a few microseconds or less, the shutdown delay of microcontroller based realizations depends on the analog to digital converter sample frequency. In this paper, the delay time of the mechanism is set to 0.5 ms in the simulation, which emulates the average delay time of a microcontroller based ECU with an analog to digital converter and a sample frequency of 1 kHz. This sampling frequency is even possible with the smallest microcontrollers available and thereby can be considered as a worst case configuration.

Since the only input for the mechanism is the ECU's local terminal voltage, the mechanism equals a cybernetic
load within a cybernetic system, where the ECU itself has a
certain amount of local intelligence [18]–[20]. Thereby, the
system is able to interact with its environment. The ECUs can
autonomously process their shutdown without the necessity of
a central coordinator. Thus, the mechanism is very fast and
does not require bus traffic.

A. Cyber-Physical Model

The mechanism can be abstractly described in terms of the
cyber-physical system modeling approach presented in [19].
Depicted in figure 3 is the system along with its states and
transitions as well as the respective power management plans.

The system changes its state due to sensoric inputs which is
processed. The processing model (functional chain) is omitted
here for simplicity reasons. Each autonomous subsystem can
be in one of the four states:
- \( s_{\text{on}} \): The heating system is turned off.
- \( s_{\text{off}} \): The heating system is turned on.
- \( s_{\text{shutdown}} \): The user chose to turn on heating, but it is
  autonomously shut down.
- \( s_{\text{lock}} \): The user chose to turn off heating. Heating is
  prevented from being turned on during some interval.

The system states each call for the activation of one of the
following three power management plans:
- Both \( s_{\text{shutdown}} \) and \( s_{\text{lock}} \) ensure the heating is turned off
during the exemplary interval of 1 s in plan \( \gamma_1 \). The
  condition \( (ac, \geq 0.3 \text{ s}) \) prevents any change in power
  management plan and thus power state of the system
during the period.
- \( s_{\text{on}} \) and \( s_{\text{off}} \) associate the power management plans to
turn on and off the heating, the respective plans \( \gamma_2 \)
and \( \gamma_3 \) can immediately be swapped and the heating
be immediately affected either by user request, or by a
voltage drop.

In [18], the authors describe how to reconfigure this mech-
anism as part of a layered cybernetic architecture. This way,
both the criteria for detecting an undervoltage lockout sce-
nario, as well as the reaction to it (the power management
plans), may be affected.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

To investigate the influence of the autonomous load shut-
down mechanism on voltage stability, the physical power net
simulation described in chapter IV is extended by several
heating elements such as seat heaters in the front and in the
rear, a rear window heater, an electric auxiliary heating and
the interior fan. Fig. 4 shows the position of dynamic loads
and heating systems in the car body. Each simulation model
of these systems feature a configurable shutdown threshold, a
configurable shutdown delay time after the threshold shortfall
and a configurable lock time. To ensure comparability, each
simulation is proceeded with an alternator voltage of 13.8 V
and an operating point, where the alternator is able to provide
sufficient power for all systems. The shutdown threshold is
set to 12 V and the shutdown delay time is set to 0.5 ms as
described in chapter V.

In order to analyse the improvement on voltage stability,
three different scenarios are simulated. In setup a), all heating
systems are turned off. In setup b), all heating systems are
turned on; in setup c), the heating systems are turned on and the
autonomous load shutdown mechanism described in section
V is enabled. Fig. 5 shows the simulated minimum terminal
terminal voltage of the distribution boxes, the three most critical loads
and the battery during the peak power scenario described in
IV for all three setups.

In the simulation, setup b) shows the deepest voltage drop.
Compared to setup a), where the heating systems are turned
off, the additional load caused by the enabled heating systems
leads to additional ohmic losses in the wiring harness and the
battery’s internal resistance during the peak power scenario.
The minimum terminal voltages of the loads in setup c) (heat-
ing systems on and autonomous load shutdown mechanism
enabled) are even higher than in setup a), where the heating
systems are turned off. This circumstance can be traced back
to the poor dynamic behavior of the alternator, which results
from the field-winding time constant of 100 ms and more [9]:
If the heating systems are enabled, the alternator is running
In an operating point with a higher output power compared to the case, where the heating systems are disabled. As soon as the dynamic loads demand high peak power and the terminal voltage of the heating system drops beneath the configured threshold, the power switches of the heating systems are turned off and the released alternator power is available for all other loads.

The simulation results show, that an autonomous load shutdown mechanism provides the advantage to neglect power-hungry heating systems during the design process of the power net regarding voltage stability. This leads to a reduction of the amount of critical high load systems states, which have to be considered.

In EVs, the 14 V power net is supplied by a DC/DC converter. Just as in a car with conventional drive train, a lead acid battery is used as energy storage and transient energy buffer. The DC/DC converter features much better dynamic behavior than the alternator, but to minimize costs and weight, the rated power of these DC/DC converters equates the maximum average power consumption of the power net. Thereby, the autonomous shutdown mechanism is also applicable to EVs, since the maximum power during peak power scenarios can easily exceed the DC/DC converter’s rated power.

VII. Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, an autonomous load shutdown mechanism and its influence on voltage stability in automotive power nets is presented and evaluated. It is shown, that the implementation of this mechanism can reduce the voltage drops during peak loads within the power net. Additionally, this mechanism can reduce the amount of critical load scenarios during the design process of the power net in respect to voltage stability. In further research, the described mechanism will be implemented and validated in an existing test bench consisting of a real car chassis with a wiring harness.
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